The Prince of the Jews
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In the Confederacy
and we are brave
souls of old
apt our heritage to save
And rather than submit to shame
To die we would prefer
So cheer, boys, for the bonny blue flag
That bears a single star.

Shrieks
Here's to brave Virginia
The old dominion state
With the young Confederacy
At least has linked her fate
Now by her example
Let other states prepare
to hoist on high the bonny blue flag
That bears a single star.

Chorus
Cheer, boys, cheer
And raise a joyous shout
For Arkansas and North Carolina
Has at least gone out
And let another rousing cheer
For Tennessee, be given
For the single star of the bonny blue flag
Has grown to be eleven
Here, here, for Southern rights, here
Here for the bonny blue flag, that bears eleven stars.